That National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) will be the world's largest and most energetic laser. It has thousands of optics and depends heavily on the quality and performance of these optics. Over the past several years, we have developed the NIF Optics Inspection Analysis System that automatically finds defects in a specific optic by analyzing images taken of that optic.
INTRODUCTION
The National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is a research facility for ignition and high energy density physics. When completed, NIF will have thousands of optics that guide, amplify, and tightly focus the light from 192 laser beamlines onto a tiny target. Camera systems throughout the laser take pictures of individual optics for an automatic optics inspection system. The goal of this system is to automatically detect and characterize defects in optics over time, providing information for deciding whether to repair, replace, or continue safely using an optic.
Custom algorithms, developed at LLNL for NIF detect and characterize defects on specific optics using a "direct" approach that finds evidence of these flaws in images of the optics on which they reside [1] . These algorithms also estimate a goodness score for each detected flaw representing the system's confidence in the detection. For the most part, these algorithms work, yet in some situations the automatic detection of flaws is hindered by noise, ghost reflections, and other optical effects. Until now, the detection algorithm and the goodness score estimator have utilized only information coming from images of the optics on which the flaws reside.
Another approach for detecting defects in upstream optics seeks to find indirect evidence of defects in the form of the diffraction ring patterns on images of downstream optics. The presence of rings in a downstream optic image is evidence that a defect exists in some upstream optic. This "indirect" approach can complement the previously developed "direct" approach by helping to detect flaws that were missed by the "direct" approach and by offering a new source of information to improve the goodness estimate. As an example of the latter, consider flaws detected by the "direct" algorithm which do not lead to rings in downstream optics. These are likely false alarms, and a system that uses ring detection information would be able to significantly lower the goodness scores of these false alarms.
Diffraction ring patterns have been used in the past to characterize the size and shape of the objects that cause them. They have been used to infer size and shape information of fine particles [2] , and for gauging the thicknesses of wires [3] . We are primarily interested in using diffraction rings to detect the presence of a defect in an optic and estimate its size as well as identify on which upstream optic the defect resides. This paper describes our approach for automatically detecting diffraction ring patterns in images of optics. Section 2 describes the physical process that creates diffraction rings as well as our prior attempts at developing programs for automatically detecting the rings. Section 3 describes all the components of our new approach for finding rings using a robust pattern matching tool called Gradient Direction Matching (GDM) [4, 5] . Section 4 shows and discusses the results of our algorithm for finding rings, and finally Section 5 summarizes our findings and outlines future work.
Diffraction Ring Patterns
The primary mechanism for the production of diffraction ring patterns is depicted in Figure 1 . These rings appear as a result of the interference between the laser plane wave and a spherical wave created by a defect modeled as a circular opaque scattering source. The ring intensity I(r,R,z) of an image pixel at a distance r from the center of the ring pattern is a function of the defect radius R and the distance z between the defect and the downstream optic and is given by equation 1:
where BesselJ [1,x] is a Bessel function of the first kind, and lambda is the wavelength of the illuminating light. In general the larger the defect radius R, the higher the intensity amplitude of the resulting rings, and the larger the distance z, the larger the rings. An example of a diffraction ring pattern is pictured in the left image of Figure 3 .
Initial Techniques for Finding Rings
We explored using classical matched filters and variations on classical matched filters for finding diffraction ring patterns. In classical matched filtering both complex amplitude and phase are used to correlate the image to a [7] , further enhances the performance of the phase-only filter. We experimented using each of these filters with several reference patterns including perfectly circular rings of various thicknesses (corresponding to different oscillation frequencies) and sizes, and simulated diffraction patterns which were created using Equation 1. Each reference pattern and filter combination detected only ring patterns that were nearly identical to the reference pattern in size and oscillation frequency. We also applied Gaussian derivative filters, which have been effective in the past for detecting edges and curves [8, 9] , to detect rings, but this approach suffered from the same weakness of the matched filtering approaches -it could not robustly detect rings much different in size and frequency than the specified model. Using these techniques in our inspection system would be computationally expensive because rings in optics images come in so many different sizes and oscillation frequencies. Each combination of size and oscillation frequency would require its own reference pattern. Our new technique using Gradient Direction Matching, does not require such specific models, only the approximate size of the rings we want to detect.
Detecting Diffraction Ring Patterns Using Gradient Direction Matching
Gradient Direction Matching (GDM) is a fast and robust algorithm for finding patterns in images [4, 5] . Unlike traditional template matching methods that seek correlations in pixel intensities, GDM uses a novel measure to match pixel gradient directions (i.e., the direction of flow from dark to light) of templates to images. Gradient directions are well correlated (or give a high match value) whenever they line up, i.e., point in the same or opposite directions; whereas, orthogonal gradient directions result in low match values. The reliance on gradient directions makes GDM relatively insensitive to brightness and contrast, and variations in other image acquisition conditions. In this section we describe in more detail our approach for finding rings and how we apply GDM for detecting diffraction ring patterns. Figure 2 shows a flow diagram of our approach, which consists of several stages. The first stage uses GDM to find areas in the image most resembling the input reference models (in this case, they are disks of two different sizes). The second step identifies those areas with highest match similarity values, followed by a third stage that finds the local maxima within these areas and outputs an initial set of ring centers. The final stage is a false alarm mitigation step that measures the goodness of fit of the detected rings to Equation 1 and discards poor fits. The output is a set of ring locations and defect size and distance estimates.
Stage 1: Gradient Direction Matching
In the first stage, GDM is used to find areas in the image most resembling the input reference model or template. GDM first computes the gradient directions of the pixels in the test image and the reference pattern image. The computation of gradient directions in GDM is quite flexible allowing the user to specify the size of the neighborhood of pixels over which to compute the gradient direction. In this work, the gradient directions computed by GDM are identical to ones obtained using 3x3 Sobel operators [10] . Figure 3 shows an image of an example diffraction ring pattern found in our images and its corresponding gradient direction flow field. The gradient directions of ring pixels tend to flow either toward the center of the ring or away from the center of the ring. In traditional template matching approaches, one would need to specify a template reflecting not only the ring size, but also the distance from one concentric ring to the next. For detecting rings using GDM, we merely specify a template that has gradient directions all flowing toward the center of a circle since these directions will give high match values with the inward and outward pointing gradient directions found in diffraction ring patterns. A template that has this property is the luminance disk model whose pixel intensities increase linearly with decreasing distance to the center. Figure 4 shows this luminance disk model and its corresponding gradient direction flow field. When using GDM to detect rings we do need to specify the radius of the luminance disk, but unlike the approaches discussed in Section 2.1, the size of rings detected by GDM is not extremely sensitive to this specification. In practice, the ring patterns detected using a luminance disk of radius r are those with a radius greater than r/2 and have at least one visible concentric circle with a radius less than r. In the flow diagram ( Figure 2 ) there are two parallel pipelines -one dedicated to finding small rings using a luminance disk of radius 12 pixels and one for finding medium rings using a disk of radius 26. At this point, we primarily want to detect small and medium sized rings, but our approach is flexible enough to extend to larger rings by adding additional pipelines using larger luminance disks. (e.g., Figure 7b ) (e.g., Figure 7d ) (e.g., Figure 7f ) (e.g., Figure 7h ) (e.g., Figure 7c ) (e.g., Figure 7e ) (e.g., Figure 7g ) (e.g., Figure 7i ) ,r i ) . Pictorially, the process of computing match similarities over an image is depicted in Figure 5 . The gradient directions of the reference pattern are shifted over the gradient directions of the test image, and the match similarity value is calculated in the region of overlap. The process of computing S(c i ,r i ) at all locations can be rewritten as a convolution, at which point the circular convolution theorem of the DFT is applied, and all computations are efficiently performed in frequency domain using the FFT. Because FFTs are often radix 2, we zero pad or scale all input images to a size of 1024x1024 pixels. 
Stage 2 and 3: Similarity Thresholding and Local Maxima Finding
The output of GDM is a match similarity surface consisting of match similarity values for all valid image pixels. The next step in Figure 2 is to segment out regions of high match similarity by identifying regions where the match similarity values are greater than a threshold. Thresholding in this stage acts as a filter that discards regions that are not very similar to ring patterns and ultimately controls how many rings are initially detected. The lower the threshold, the more initial rings will be detected including a significant number of false positives. We use similarity thresholds that are multiples of the standard deviation above the mode of the match similarity values. Once the regions of high similarity are identified, the algorithm outputs initial ring detections by finding the local maxima within the regions of high similarity.
Stage 4: False Alarm Mitigation by Diffraction Ring Pattern Fitting
The initial set of detected rings contains many false positive detections which we would like to filter out. To differentiate between false positives and real rings, the algorithm measures how well each of the initially detected rings can be described by the theoretical diffraction ring pattern in Equation 1. Starting at the detected ring centers, we compute the average intensity of pixels lying in concentric circles. A plot of these average intensities as a function of the circle radius gives us a radial intensity curve to which we can fit the theoretical diffraction ring intensity in Equation 1 . Figures 6a and 6c show image regions of initially detected rings -one false alarm ring and one real ring respectively. Their corresponding radial intensity curves are pictured in Figures 6b and 6d.
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The sum is taken over all radii from 0 (the center pixel) to the luminance disk radius used in stage 1. SSE is a measure of how well the diffraction ring equation fits the measured radial intensity, and thus can be used as a measure of how "ringlike" an initially detected ring center is. Figures 6b and 6d show the resulting best fitting diffraction ring intensity curves. A byproduct of this curve fitting process is an estimate of the defect radius R and the distance z between the defect scattering site and the imaged optic.
In order to be able to compare the SSE of different initially detected rings, it was necessary to normalize Equation 3. We first scale the optimal diffraction ring intensity curve and the measured intensity curve to lie between zero and one by subtracting the minimum intensity value (of both the ring fit curve and the measured intensity curve) and dividing by the difference between the minimum and maximum intensity value. We then divide the resulting sum squared error by the luminance disk radius. Finally, by subtracting this normalized sum squared error from 1, we get a final "ring fitness value" that ranges from zero (terrible fit) to 1 (great fit), which we can use to separate real rings from false ones. In the examples shown in Figure 6 , the real ring has a ring fitness value of 0.97, while the false positive has a ring fitness value of 0.89. Almost all real rings have ring fitness values > 0.95. In practice, the initial ring centers found in the prior stages can be slightly off center which can lead to lower ring fitness values for real rings. To compensate, the algorithm computes the ring fitness value for a set of pixels in a neighborhood of the initial ring center and returns the best ring fitness value.
Processing Results on Example Images and Discussion
In this section we walk through the processing steps in Figure 2 on a real test image. Figures 7a-7g show a sample optic image with rings and the intermediate outputs after each stage in our approach. In Figure 7a , we have pointed out some rings in the original optic image. The sharp and clearly visible rings are the most important rings to detect for two reasons: first, from Equation 1, larger scattering sites lead to higher contrast rings, and second, higher contrast rings focus laser energy which can create additional scattering sites. There are two such important rings in Figure 7a , and several other unimportant, fainter and larger rings that result from reflections off of lens surfaces. In the GDM stage, we used two luminance disks -one small disk of radius 12 pixels and one medium disk of radius 26. The match similarity surfaces computed by GDM are shown in Figures 7b and 7c . The higher the match similarity, the brighter the pixels look in the figures. The region in the image where the important small ring resides has relatively Important small, ring radius=11 Important medium ring, radius=40
Faint medium ring, radius=50
Faint large ring, radius > 75
Figure 7a -Example test image 1 (744x992 pixels) with rings labeled.
high similarity values when using a disk radius of 12, but not when using a disk radius of 26. Because the similarity value is a measure of average gradient direction correlation for all pixels in the model, when the disk radius becomes too large, the high correlation coming from pixels in the small rings will be overcome by the poor correlation of the pixels outside the small ring. The region of the important medium ring has high similarity values for both the small and medium sized disks because its center resembles a small luminance disk. In the similarity thresholding stage, we highlight in red those regions in the match similarity surface with pixels whose values are greater than the mode plus four standard deviations as shown in Figures 7d and 7e . In Figures  7f and 7g , we have placed boxes at locations of local maxima in the high match similarity regions corresponding to the initial set of ring detections. Using the smaller disk size leads to more initial ring detections because there are many small regions that are bright in the center. All the important rings have been detected in this stage as well as the faint medium ring. The faint large rings have not been detected. Our disk radius sizes are not be large enough to find these rings.
Figures 7h and 7i, show the resulting detections after the false alarm mitigation stage where we have thrown out initial ring detections with lower ring fitness values. This stage has significantly reduced the number of false ring detections without throwing out any of the real rings detected. Figures 7j and 7k combine the detections from both small and medium disks before and after the false alarm mitigation step. Figure 7k shows that the algorithm has successfully detected the important rings as well as the faint medium ring with only five false alarms. Figures 8a-c show results of our algorithm on a 4200x4210 test image with five sharp rings (circled in dotted yellow) and two larger fuzzy rings. Notice that this image is darker and larger than the previous example test image. In this example, we have only used one luminance disk model with radius=75. Figure 8b shows the initial ring detections followed by the final ring detections after false alarm mitigation in Figure 8c . The algorithm is able to detect all the important rings while returning only four false positives, demonstrating that our approach also works for larger images taken under different lighting conditions.
Figures 8d-f are images from another sample test image with lots of interfering ripples from large unimportant rings. This image has five important rings (circled in dotted blue) and several very large interfering rings. Using luminance disk radii of 12 and 26, the algorithm was not able to detect the tiny ring which has a radius of 5 pixels. When we used a disk radius of 8, the small ring was detected; however, the number of false positives also detected was quite high. The four other important large rings are detected even when two of them are partially overlapped by larger unimportant rings. If we were interested in also finding these larger rings, we would need to use luminance disk radii much larger than 26 pixels. The overlapping rings have caused some false alarms to appear in places where their overlap cause small bight spots that look like the centers of real rings.
From these example test images and from others not pictured our algorithm is able to find most rings with a low false positive rate. There are, however, several cases where our algorithm has difficulty. First, tiny rings with radii less than 1% of the image width are difficult to detect without also detecting a lot of false positives. Both the match similarity value and ring fitness value for these small rings are not much different than those of the false positives. Second, the use of smaller luminance disk radii results in much more false detection. Therefore, when using smaller luminance disk radii, it is important to set the match similarity threshold at higher values to reduce the number of false detections. Third, rings cut off by the edge of the image are difficult to detect because part of the ring is missing which leads to lower similarity scores, and the edges of the image cause the algorithm to skew the placement of the detected ring centers. Finally, when there are two important rings that overlap by more than 50%, the false alarm mitigation procedure will fail because the measured intensity curve will not well match the theoretical diffraction ring intensity curve.
Summary and Topics for Future Research
We have presented an approach for automatically detecting diffraction ring patterns in downstream optic images caused by an upstream scattering site. The approach uses GDM, an efficient and robust pattern matching tool, to find ring patterns by correlating their gradient directions with that of a luminance disk template. As a first stage, GDM quickly computes match similarity values for all pixels in the image. Similarity thresholding followed by local maxima finding produces an initial set of ring detections which are then sorted by how well the theoretical diffraction ring pattern fits them. The best fit ring detections and their corresponding defect size and distance estimates are the final results. Representative examples of our algorithm tested on a few images show that the algorithm is capable of detecting most rings of importance, while outputting a small number of false positive detections.
The two main topics for further study involve further reducing the number of false alarms for our ring detector, and integrating this ring detector with the defect detector. One way to further reduce the false detections is to incorporate ring detections gathered from images of other optics in the same beamline. The algorithm can rule out ring detections that do not also have ring detections in the same location on neighboring optic images. A related method involves comparing images of the same optic over time and ruling out ring detections that are not consistent through time. The other main area for further investigation is the integration of this indirect approach of finding rings with the direct approach that detects the defects themselves. Evidence of diffraction ring patterns can be used to corroborate defect detections and vice versa.
